Professional ~ Quality ~ Affordable

Your local home improvement company,
covering the whole of the South Coast

Introduction

Providing a Quality
and Professional Service
at Affordable Prices
Easier Home Improvements are a family run business, providing a
premium quality service across the South Coast.
With the extensive combined experience throughout our team, we
have proven many times over that we can really help put that wow
factor back into your home or business.
We always take the extra care required to achieve the very best finish
possible for all our customers and, as experienced professionals, we
will guide you through the whole process from initial consultation to
completion and hand over, making you feel relaxed and confident in
us.
At Easier Home Improvements, we will always offer a personal service,
tailored to your exact specification, whether you’re a commercial or
residential client. Please feel free to contact us at any time or come
and visit us at our showhome, where you can see a wide selection of
products.

We Pride Ourselves On Our:

- Service Quality - Customer Satisfaction
- Affordability

- Product Durability
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A Friendly Face

“Great Team Work = Happy Customers”
The Survey Team
Sarah & Anthony will carefully work out what is required to
achieve the home improvement or commercial project of your
choice and will always calculate the best quote possible. They
both play a key role in the design of your install plans, making
sure what you choose, is what you get.

The Office
Janet and her team are always at hand to discuss
any requirements you have, get your initial site
visits booked in, and to keep you updated on
your scheduled install dates.
Once our install teams have finished, Janet will
contact you to make sure you are 100% happy,
discuss paying your balance and arrange for your
aftercare pack to be sent out - including some
yummy thank you chocolates!

Our Installers
Whether it’s our install manager Rob, our highly
skilled site foreman or our hard working labour
force, your installation is in safe hands.
Our teams will arrive at your property knowing
exactly what to do and will always go the extra
mile to make the customer happy, especially for
the odd cuppa!
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The Easier Process
Your Journey With Us
Order
samples, book a site
visit or use our remote
quoting service.

Give us the
go ahead and pay your
deposit. Once paid, your order is added
to our install schedule.

We prepare your quote,
which is valid for 30
days.

A couple of weeks before installation, our
planning team carry out a pre-install visit to
check everything. A plan will be sent to you to
approve, at this stage all colour choices need
to have been made. For our building and larger
projects, planning will start straight
away.

The office
will contact you to
arrange your install slot, updating
you as we get closer. We always
let you know which one of our
teams will be carrying out your
works. You are in safe hands with
our experienced teams.

While our
fully trained, in-house
install teams carry out your
works, the office will stay in
touch along the way with
regards to time/date changes
due to the weather as well as
your payment schedule.

Once the
work is all complete,
we will arrange all your
completion paperwork, including
guarantees and how to look after
your new improvement. We will
even send you a small thank you
gift, some recommendation cards
and, where pre-agreed, put up
an ad-board outside.

As a valued customer, we will
keep you up to date on any new
products & services. We will
always provide you, your friends
and family with preferential
prices on any future works. And
of course we will pop you on our
Christmas card list!
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Quotation Stage
“Sit Back and Make an Informed
Decision Without any Pressure”
Request Samples
Order your FREE Resin, Grass, Decking, Fencing or
Cladding samples through our website or over the
phone. Why not come into our showroom and pick
some up, you can even mix your own resin colour.

Measurement Time

Measure
Me!

Request a FREE no obligation site visit from one
of our trained surveyors, they will come and
discuss your requirements; measure up and then
prepare a quote for us to carry out the works.

Alternatively, draw us a quick diagram with some
measurements, send it to us along with a few
pictures and we will send you a quote back. This
quick and easy option is perfect for Composite
Decking and Artificial Grass. We will even send
you a tape measure with your FREE samples!!!

The Quote
We use a tested computer system to calculate our
prices so we always quote accurately 1st time
around, leaving you knowing your quote is
personally tailored to you and the best price we
can offer and ALWAYS inc. VAT!
Our quotes are always valid for a
minimum of 30 days so you know there is
never any pressure or rush to make a
decision.
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Extra Touches
Upon commitment, our survey team
are happy to generate computer
images of how your new project will
look after our expert team have
carried out their transformation.

Our Showroom
Largest Showroom on
The South Coast!
Come and visit us at our
showroom; we have most of our
products on display. Take off your
shoes and walk on the Artificial
Grass or sit on our deck imagining
you’re at home on your new deck.
See all our resin in large
areas and see how little it’s
affected by the sun.
Just walk through the
garden centre, you will find
us out the back - come and
join us for a cuppa!
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Easier Resin Drives, Paths & Patios
Is Your Driveway in Need of an Upgrade?
We can transform your driveway so that it will not only look beautiful but it
will add value to your home. We are specialists in installing premium quality
resin bound driveways, paths & patios at affordable prices.
The system comprises of specially formulated resin with natural aggregates
to make a beautiful paving solution.
Easier Home Improvements have the widest selection of colours with over 17
standard colours. Or create your very own bespoke colour at our mixing
station, with or without artwork, edging or steps. Our experienced team will
carry out the whole project from start to finish, including all ground work and
edging requirements.
Whether its an upgrade you’re looking for or a whole new project, a Resin
Surface is the perfect solution for a hard standing area suitable for all needs,
with its multiple colour choices, anti slip finish and low maintenance. Why
not get a quote and find out how little this great surface can cost?
Alternatively, if a resin surface is not for you, then why not ask your
surveyor about our block paving and tarmac options?

Our Quality Commitment
We combine the best quality materials, UV Resistant Resin, recycled plastic
crates, stainless aluminium products together with our experienced team to
create your long lasting resin finish. With our comprehensive guarantee, you
will have the peace of mind that it will meet your expectations for many years
to come.
The materials we use come with a 10 year manufacturer backed guarantee and
our UV resin comes with a 10 Year colour fast certificate from the supplier. On
top of this, all our workmanship comes with a minimum 12 month guarantee.
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Key Features of Resin Surfacing:
● Permeable - Reduces standing water and
puddles
● Seamless Finish - Ideal for wheelchairs,
pushchairs and bicycles, no loose stones
● Traction - Provides excellent traction in all
weathers for both pedestrian and vehicle
traffic
● Stability - UV Resin colours remain true
in sunlight
● Choice - Large range of colours
● Low Maintenance - Virtually no ongoing
maintenance is required

Easier Resin Colours
Natural Colours
Set in a standard buff resin (UV upgrade available)

Sandy Bay

Sunrise Copper

Pebble Beach

Sunset Copper

Lulworth

Spanish Corn

Resin bound surfacing is created by mixing selected stone blends with super strong
epoxy resin to bind the stones into a firm, smooth, attractive surface. The wide
availability of different coloured stones in different materials such as gravel, quartz,
granite and flint mean you can achieve a unique and luxurious look.
Our “Natural” range of colour mixes stones with standard resin, typically used to
reduce the cost of installation; however the resin stones will be affected by sunlight
and will be subject to gradual fading . It is not recommended to be used when
vehicles such as caravans, boats or trailers are left in the same position on your
driveway for long periods of time. Our “Natural” range can be upgraded to a UV
stable resin for a minimal charge. All colours in our “Premium” & “Deluxe” range
always come mixed with UV stable resin.

Can’t Find the Perfect Colour?
We have the largest self mixing station in the south.
With the help of one of our experts you can make as
many different options as you want. We will guide
you through the process and you will be able to take
home the samples you make so you can see what
complements your home surroundings the best.
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Premium Colours
Always set in UV stable resin - guaranteeing the colour not to fade

Copper Red

Moonlight

Platinum

Ruby Port

Oyster

Midnight Black

Regency Green

Cherry Snow

Modern

Mixed Berry

Ocean Blue

Deluxe Colours
Our most luxurious colours - mixed in UV stable resin and guaranteed to wow!

Lace

Classic Marble

Silk Beige

Any Create Your Own mix that includes any stones from our “Deluxe” range
will be charged at the deluxe price instead of the “Premium” range rate
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Our Permeable Base System
The most cost effective resin bound install is one where
we can simply apply the resin bound aggregate over an
existing area that already has a suitable base.
Suitable bases include tarmac, concrete and slabs; we can
even include on your quote any minor base works to
salvage any existing base which may not be in perfect
condition.
Your surveyor will be able to advise if your base is
suitable or not; around 45% of our customers will be
unable to have an overlay resin surface on their driveway,
path or patio and so will require a new base system to be
installed first before their resin surface is laid.
At Easier Home Improvements, we believe that if you are installing a permeable
surface such as resin bound aggregate then the best base for it to be laid on is one
that is also permeable.
Our resin surface is fully SuDS compliant, as is our permeable base system. Over the
whole area, rain water quickly dissipates through both the decorative resin surface
and the base system, (naturally and planet friendly) draining the water back into the
sub soils below.

The Easier Permeable Base System
*15 - 20mm Resin surface (in chosen colour)
Reinforced plastic honeycomb interlocking grid
system, filled with washed angular stone
*80 - 120mm of compacted 20mm to dust
type1 lime stone/recycled type1

Geo-textile weed barrier
*Resin surface and type1 layer depth range - lower is for paths &
patios, the upper depth range is for drive over surfaces.
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Strong & Flexible
Load capacity of 350
tonnes per m². More
flexible than concrete,
allowing for seasonal
ground shifts

No Curing Time

Environment Friendly

Our grids need no time to
The long life grids are
dry or cure and so, in the
manufactured from
recycled material and are event we are unable to
install the resin straight
more eco friendly than
away due to weather, you
concrete
can still use the area

Permeable Base System Benefits
Great Weed Resistance

Fully SuDs Compliant

All Waste Removed

With a layer of geotextile
weed proofing membrane
as standard and the
strength of the resin, very
rarely will weeds appear

With our full new base,
your new area is fully
SuDs compliant.
Therefore, there is no
need for any additional
drainage solutions

We have a full “Waste
Carriers Licence” and so
you know that all the
waste we remove from
your site is legally
disposed of

Quote Tip!

Measure
Me!

When you receive your quote from us, in the base
section, look out for where it says “Full New Base” this is our honeycomb system. If it says “Full New
Base - Pedest” this is also our honeycomb system but
with a path or patio spec. This section will also say
what we have rated your access to be; this is how we
calculate how long the base works will take.
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Alternative Bases
Need a New Base but Not a Full New Honeycomb System?
We offer a range of solutions for base prep work to get your area ready for a
new resin surface. Our trained surveyors will be able to advise the best base
solution for you.
Tarmac Removal - this is an option for customers who currently have a
suitable concrete base which is covered by a failing tarmac surface. Under this
option we will remove and dispose of the old tarmac, carry out any minor
base repairs leaving the concrete base ready for a new resin surface.
Concrete Backfill - this is an option for areas that are not large enough for our
crate system and that have plenty of drainage around them e.g. a path going
through a lawn. We will excavate the area, remove the waste, lay a geotextile
membrane, 60-100mm of type1 and then 60-100mm of concrete.
Minor Base Repair - sometimes when utilising an existing base for a new resin
surface, some areas of the base need repairing first. These are usually small
sunken areas or cracks, which will be cut out and then back filled with
concrete.
Note - if our quote mentions the word “Pedest” in front of the base option
then it will be installed with a spec suitable for pedestrian use only

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

● Always check that the resin listed on your quote is
from the correct category
● All our quotes include your works being carried
out by trained professionals who work for Easier
Home Improvements and not subbies - they
always wear logo uniforms and are covered by our
full liability insurance

● If your quote says “Extra Mixes” it means we will be filling a low or uneven area
in your base with resin rather than adding base work to your quote
● Our standard install lead time is 8 weeks giving us plenty of planning time but,
during particular busy seasons, this can increase to 16 weeks your surveyor will
advise you of the current lead time when you place your order.
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Resin Artwork
“Add that Special Personalised Touch to
Your New Resin Surface”
At Easier Home Improvements, we always go the extra mile to satisfy our
customers. For a very small cost why not add your very own bespoke artwork into
your resin driveway, path or patio.
We custom make any design you want, just give us a computer image or a hand
drawing along with the overall dimensions and we will do the rest.
Whether you want your house number set in your driveway, different colour
stepping stones up your path or your favourite past time memory, animal or flag set
into your driveway,path or patio, just ask! We can mix almost any colour stone for
you and even add glitter so that it sparkles in the sunlight or glows in the dark!
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Easier Resin Gallery
“Just a Little Snapshot into Our Resin
Driveways, Path and Patio Works”
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Easier Artificial Lawns
Fed up of Mowing, Watering or Weeding?
Easier Home Improvements are one of the leading Artificial Lawn installation
specialists in the south coast, installing thousands of square meters of high
grade artificial grass each year.
You could be enjoying your new and realistic looking low maintenance lawn
in just a matter of days from when we begin work. The majority of our grass
installations include a new durable and free draining base system, although
we can lay artificial grass on balconies, patio slabs and decked areas. We can
even arrange shock pads to cushion your grass when its laid over hard
surfaces.
Whether it’s a full new artificial lawn you’re dreaming of or even just an
upgrade from your current artificial grass, let us take care of it! With our
multiple grass choices, efficient installation process and wide range of edging
options, why not get a quote and find out how little this modern, super low
maintenance solution can cost? Alternatively, if you would prefer a quote
for real grass, please let us know and we will be happy to help!

Our Quality Commitment
We combine the best quality UV resistant grass made from recycled materials,
primary non-organic base materials, stainless steel edging and more, together
with our experienced team to create your long lasting artificial lawn. With our
comprehensive guarantee you will have the peace of mind that it will meet
your expectations for many years to come.
All artificial grass we fit comes with a comprehensive 10 year manufacturer
backed guarantee against fading and pile loss. On top of this, all our
workmanship comes with a minimum 12 month guarantee.
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Key Features of Artificial Grass:
● Low Maintenance - no more mowing, watering,
weeding or having turf laid annually
● Hygienic - child, pet friendly and cleaning product
friendly
● Turnkey Service - we carry out your installation
from start to finish, usually within 1-2 days
● Looks Great & Usable All Year Round no yellow discolouration in Summer, no
pests, weeds or moss & no mud in the
winter
● Advanced “S” Blades - no need to fill our
grass with sand or beads, removing the
layer where weeds could grow
● Multi-Directional Blades - for the most
realistic looking artificial lawn!

Easier Artificial Lawn Options
Our Range - Your Choice
Our grass range is made from high quality materials and backed with super
strong matting designed to hold each pile tight. They are all pet and child
friendly, free draining, easy to clean, UV resistant and feature the advanced “S”
blade - meaning that our grasses do not need to be infilled with anything

s
al Blade
irection
Multi-D

Elite

Luxury

● 40mm, dense packed pile
● Springy, multi coloured thatch
● Soft to touch & realistic looking

● 40mm 4 tone realistic look
● Great value - high blades count
● Velvety soft feel, family perfect

Superior

Classic

● 37mm super springy pile
● Multipurpose all rounder
● Great for low traffic areas

● 32mm multi colour pile
● Great value - affordable grass
● Front gardens, high traffic areas

Fancy Something a Little Different?
We have a full range of bright and vibrant coloured
grass on offer. They have a short and neat pile and
like the rest of our grass range comes in 2m or 4m
wide rolls. We even do supply only so if you want to
make a play area for your kids or a snowy winter
scene at Christmas, just get in touch!
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Artificial Lawn Base System
Our 3 Layer Base System
The most suitable system for 80% of our customers and the
most cost effective is our 3 layer system. Perfect for normal
pedestrian traffic and where there is currently either real grass,
shingle or other soft materials inc any broken up decking, slabs
or concreted areas. We start by fully excavating the current
surface and base to a depth of 60-100mm from the final
finished grass level and as always we dispose of all the waste as
standard. Then we start installing our layered system:
1. Geo-Textile Weed Barrier - this helps reduce weeds and
keeps the system together even with ground movement or
animals burrowing underneath.
2. 40-60mm Compacted Limestone Type1/Recycled - when
compacted this provides strength and stability within the
base but also allows water to drain freely through the
system
3. 20mm Levelled Grit Sand - this layer provides cushioning
underfoot and by being grit sand allows water to free drain
through it
In bad draining sub soils we may suggest a deeper excavation
with a 60mm shingle layer installed below our 3 layer system.

Other Base Options
Easier Home Improvements offer multiple systems to help meet the needs of our
customers, why not ask your surveyor about the following when they visit:
Type 3 Alternative to Sand - If you have multiple larger animals in a small garden you
my wish to consider this option. Type 3 isn’t as dense and so it allows urea to drain
faster than our sand layer but it doesn't offer as much cushioning underfoot. This may
also be a better solution if you are on a steep slope to the standard sand layer as it
compacts tighter.
Underlay & Shock Pads - If you are looking to have grass laid directly over a hard
surface like slabs, decking or concrete, using a foam underlay will not only provide
cushioning but can also prolong the life of your grass. Shock pads can be used with
our 3 layer system, they add protection against falls, ideal for children's play areas.

Easier Artificial Lawn Gallery
“Just a Little Snapshot into Our Artificial
Lawn & Landscaping Works”

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

● All our grass is secured using long grass pins, we put 3 every
meter around the perimeter to make sure it stays secure
against strong winds and even naughty digging pets!
● All our quotes include your works being carried out by
trained professionals who work for Easier Home
Improvements and not subbies - they always wear logo
uniforms and are covered by our full liability insurance

If your quote says “Join” it means the width of grass is wider than 4m. We use both joining
tape and glue to make sure your join looks the best it can and permanently stays together.
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Easier Composite Decking
Dreaming of a gorgeous decking area for your garden?
We are one of the south’s leading installers of low maintenance composite
decking. With a wide range of decking colours and finishes, base systems,
rails and lights we really can build your dream deck.
We can install a new decking system from scratch or remove an old deck you
may currently have. Any shape or size can be fitted, we even fit our decks on
balconies. We take care of the full process, from removing the current
surface to building your new frame and installing your deck, plus any selected
extras.
All our boards are sourced from UK suppliers, once you have selected the
colour/style you want we bring your boards into stock ready for your install
date. If you have seen a different board you would like us to fit, including
timber decking, then why not discuss this with your surveyor?
Most of our decking installations take less than 3 days so you could be
enjoying your new deck quicker than you think!

Our Quality Commitment
We combine the best quality materials, including UV Resistant boards made
from recycled materials with our experienced team to create your long lasting
decking. With our comprehensive guarantee you will have the peace of mind
that it will meet your expectations for many years to come.
The materials we use come with a 10 year manufacturer backed guarantee from
the supplier against any splitting, warping or UV staining. On top of this, all our
workmanship comes with a minimum 12 month guarantee.
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Key Features of Composite Decking:
● Low Maintenance - no more sanding,
painting, repairing or staining
● Traction - low water absorption, minimal
mould/fungus, ANTI-SLIP finish
● Stability - UV stable, colours remain true
in sunlight
● Choice - Large range of colours/finishes
● Eco Friendly - manufactured from recycled
hard wood and plastics
● Quick/Simple - Installs taking only 1 day for
smaller decks and only a few days for bigger
decking systems

Premium Composite Boards
Standard Groves
Can be installed either wide or narrow grooved up

Stone

Charcoal

Ivory

Teak

Coffee

Redwood

Olive

Wood Grain Effect
The wood grain effect is milled into the boards and not laminated on, providing a lasting look

Stone

Charcoal

Ivory

Teak

Coffee

Redwood
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Olive

Additional Options
Please discuss with your surveyor during their visit

Face Boards

Same colour or
different. We can box
your deck in down to
ground level. We use
matching pins to
secure the face

Ask us about
different colour
borders or artwork
we can offer

Borders/Artwork
Matching caps are
used to cover the
hollow ends of
boards.

Matching trim is
used to cover cut
boards and uneven
gaps between your
deck and walls

End Caps

Flat/Corner Trim
Decking steps and
end boards can be
upgraded to have a
bullnose finish. All
colours are available
in these 2 finishes

Bullnose Boards
Quote Tips!

For commercial
projects we offer a
solid composite
board.

Solid Boards

● Our boards come in 2.4m or 4m lengths; your quote will
indicate how many of each we are including in your quote, but
don’t worry, we always bring enough! The height of your deck
will be listed on your quote.

Measure
Me!

● Boards required for facing and bull nose options are listed
separately on your quote. If trim or end caps are required we
will just bring them with us.
If you would like to see how your finished deck will look, why not visit our showroom
where we have decks for you to sit on and admire.
Draw us a quick diagram with some measurements on, send it to us along with a few
pictures and we will send you a quote back. This quick and easy option is perfect for
Composite Decking. We will even send you a tape measure with your FREE samples!!!
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Decking Base Systems
Traditional Joists System
The most commonly used base system with composite decking
is treated timber joists. When we install a new deck for a
customer, we will remove the current surface if grass or
decking, dispose of the waste and install a weed barrier. We
will then put concrete posts into the ground ready to support a
new joist system. If you currently have a concrete or slabbed
surface, we will bolt the posts up from this to support your new
joists.
The new joist system is constructed using premium treated
wooden timbers and external rustproof screws, guaranteeing
your system will support your deck for many years to come.
Alternatively, why not talk to your surveyor about upgrading
your joist system to a composite timber system giving you total
peace of mind.

Concrete Base with Aluminium Structure
We also offer the new fully height adjustable pedestal system.
With this system we 1st excavate and install a new concrete
base (if you currently have a concrete base or slabbed surface
we can reuse this to help reduce the price)
Plastic pedestal feet get secured to the concrete base and
adjusted to the correct heights. Aluminium boxed joists are
then attached to the pedestals providing support for the top
deck surface.
Whether you are looking to upgrade from an old tired looking deck to a new one or wanting
a nice new seating area built at the end of your garden, we have the system for you. We can
build our decks pretty much anywhere; our portfolio of decking systems include balconies,
bridges over small streams, marinas and even on boats. If you have a raised deck we can
even turn the under side into an outside storage area.
Visit the “Steps” section in this book to see how we can complement your new deck with
some smart looking, anti slip steps.
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Balustrade Systems
Whether it is for safety reasons or purely aesthetic, Easier Home Improvements
offer a wide range of different rail options to complement your decking system.
We have a selection of our rail systems and colours on display at our showroom.

Stainless Steel with Wire
Giving you a modern look, our stainless steel
balustrade comes pre-made in lengths of 1m to
2.4m. They have a round handrail and 2 steel wires
between the posts. These rails are perfect for stairs,
individually standing and butted up together rail to
rail. Great value for money and quick to install!

Wooden or Composite Spindles
If you’re looking for a more traditional balustrade
system we offer a post, rail and spindle system.
Wooden systems are cost effective but will need
maintaining. Our composite rails are the ultimate
in low maintenance and come in a variety of
colours to match your deck - why not have the
posts a different colour to the rails or add post
lights!

Stainless Steel with Glass
Our must luxury balustrade system. We can get
glass custom made to fit your deck with either
stainless steel posts or post free. Our glass systems
can either have a stainless steel handrail on the top
or just a glass finish - all the glass used is thick safety
glass. End posts, 90° posts and even stair rails are all
available.
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Easier Composite Decking Gallery
“Just a Little Snapshot of Our
Composite Decking Works”
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Easier Fencing Systems
Traditional Fencing
Whether it’s concrete or wooden posts, panels or feather edge
we have it covered. Our traditional fencing range includes a
wide range of options.
Our team can install anything from a 3ft fence up to an 8ft
fence, and can include bottom kick boards, gates and even
decorative fence panels with trellises. We even install fencing
on top of walls.
On your quote your surveyor will list the posts you need
including any corner or end posts and the panel/fence option
you have chosen.
All our wooden fencing options are pre-treated and with the
odd lick of paint will last the test of time!
Our feather edge fencing is perfect for long stretches if you’re
trying to keep the cost down. Or if you are looking for more of a
decorative option then why not choose one of our premium
panels that has a wave effect on the top. This will really add
that wow factor.
Looking for something more bespoke, why not discuss your
dream fence with our surveyor to see if we can help.

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

● On your quote report it will state the posts that are
included. If concrete posts are listed then we secure these
using post fix, wooden posts are secured using met post
spikes
● All our quotes include removal and disposal of your old
fence, if you want to reduce the cost of your quote why not
discuss the option of self removal with us

The height of the fence listed is the total height from the ground to the top of the post not
the panel as some panels have higher or lower waves and some sit on top of kick boards
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At Easier Home Improvements we specialise in low maintenance solutions. So why
not upgrade your fence to one of our composite or UPVC fencing options that not
only look great but have no ongoing maintenance. The materials we use come
with a 10 year manufacturer backed guarantee from the suppler against any
splitting, warping or UV staining. On top of this all our workmanship comes with a
minimum 12 month guarantee.

UPVC Fencing
Giving you a modern look, our UPVC fencing comes
in 3 different colours and can simply slot into your
existing concrete posts. If you don’t have post we
can either install new concrete ones or upgrade
them to matching UPVC posts. The option of a wave
effect topper is available with this fence.
Natural

Graphite

Coffee

Premium Grooved Composite
Our premium composite fencing can be fitted
into either concrete posts or composite
posts. They come with a top cap and in 5
different coloured. Why not mix it up and
have different colour posts to the panels.

Cedar

Graphite

Great Value Composite Fencing
Our standard composite fence option is our best
value for money. The cost is kept down as we buy in
bulk and always pass those savings on.
Seven colours our available for both posts and
panels. Colours can be mixed and the materials
come with a 10 year manufacture backed
guarantee. - View the colours on our decking page
Quick Fitting, Looks Great, No Maintenance!
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Charcoal

Antique

Walnut

Easier Wall Cladding
Premium Composite Cladding
If you’re looking to make a statement and dramatically change
the appearance of your exterior walls, composite wall cladding
is a great way to achieve this. Not just a cosmetic upgrade, with
external Composite Wall Cladding, you have the added benefit
of creating further protection for your building without the
maintenance of painting or cleaning.
Available in a range of 7 UV-stable colours and 2 different
finishes, our composite cladding will leave you with a flat
surface, as the boards are tongue and groove but with a
horizontal stacked effect. A great alternative to traditional
timber, upvc cladding or biscuit tiles. Created with a
combination of recycled wood and plastic, our premium
composite cladding requires no maintenance and will give many
years of protection in all types of weather conditions.

Fibre Cement Cladding
A more cost effective option to our Premium Composite
Cladding is our Fibre Cement Cladding which offers a simple
way to cover the exterior of any building. When complete, a
ship-lap effect is left as each board is over lapped by 30mm.
This option comes in 7 different colours and gives you the same
great wow factor and low on-going maintenance as our
composite cladding.

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

● Order samples from us so you can see the difference in our
boards, the finishes and your colour choices.
● All our quotes include removal and disposal of any old
cladding, a damp proof sheeting, new treated timber batons
and of course all labour and our 10 year manufactures
backed guarantee.

● The height of the fence listed is the total height from the ground to the top of the post not
the panel as some panels have higher or lower waves and some sit on top of kick boards
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Traditional Slab Patios
We cater for all tastes and so we offer installations of traditional slabbed patios.
Whether you are looking for a new path, brand new patio area or just a swap over from
old slabs to new we have it covered. No job is too big or small for our professional team

Traditional Concrete Slabs
Cost effective and quick to install. Our traditional
concrete slabs can really smarten up your garden
and give you the hard standing area you need.
We always include removing any current surface, a
new compacted type-1 sub base first before we
cement your slabs in place. All gaps are pointed
using mortar that can be mixed to colour match.

Modern Indian Sandstone Slabs
If you’re looking for something with a little lower
maintenance then Indian Sandstone slabs are
perfect. Water runs off rather than being
absorbed and our coloured resin pointing for the
gaps allow water to free drain and minimises
moss growth in the gaps.
We always lay our sandstone slabs in a full new
concrete base, giving you extra protection from
ground movement.

Premium Porcelain Slabs
Porcelain Paving comes in many colours, patterns and
finishes. It provides plenty of options from indoor flooring
to a beautiful garden patio.
Our Porcelain is hard wearing, high quality, low
maintenance, non-slip and works well with resin pointing.
Our porcelain slabs are also frost-proof and resistant to
grime, mould and staining, making it ideal for patios.
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Easier External Structures
Short on Space? Build in The Garden!
Over the last 5 years there has been a massive increase in the
amount of customers adding external structures to their order.
Our expert team will work with you to get the exact structure
to match requirements. We can even add all the internal
requirements too such as power, plumbing, décor etc.
Our main range of structures we offer are the following but
don’t worry if you can’t see what you want on the list, we are
confident that we can deliver anything your require:
● Wooden and Composite Sheds
● Wooden and Composite Summer/Garden Rooms
● Garden Offices
● Wooden and Composite Pergodas
● Home Bars
● Lean-to Canopy/Car Ports
● Hot tub Enclosures, Sunken Tubs and Surrounds
For larger structures like extensions, large
outbuildings, garages and conservatories see our
“Residential Building Projects” pages.

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

● All our quotes include removing any waste that is currently
there and installing a new concrete base where required.
● Why not ask us to remove any old/current structures. Our
team will be more than happy to take an old shed away for
you

● All electrics and pluming are done by certified tradesman and certificates are always
supplied as standard. We can even help with any planning permission if required.
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Premium Pergoda
Pergodas are one of our best selling products. We do
two types “Open Roof” which is designed to allow
sunlight through and plants to vine their way around the
structure and “Closed Roof” which provides you shade in
the summer and a cover for the rain in the winter

Our Pergodas can be built from
wood or composite materials. We
can even offer pagodas with
retractable roofs so you can capture
those rays in the summer months.

Composite Car Port
Cost effective and quick to install. We can install a
pre made carport or build a bespoke one to suit.
Composite is a great product that doesn't need any
ongoing maintenance. Carports can be free standing
or attached to the house wall and are a great value
alternative to a garage to protect your car.

Plastic Shed & Wooden Garden Office
If you’re looking for some extra space to work in,
a new area to relax or just some extra storage,
why not utilise some garden space?
This shed was an “off the shelf” model that we
constructed and the main building we built to the
customer’s specification. It includes multiple
power sockets, ceiling spot lighting, a sink with
hot and cold water and even a drain.
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Easier Residential Building Projects
Are you Thinking of Carrying out a Building Project?
Easier Home Improvements offer complete project management for new build and
home improvement building projects. Drawing from our years in the building
industry, we only use skilled professional tradesmen and can offer the benefit of
our group buying of materials providing significant material cost savings. We can
work with your existing architects and interior designers or introduce you to our
service providers to assist with design, drawings, through to planning permission.
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

New builds
Extensions (including conservatories and annex style out-buildings)
Exterior property makeovers
Loft conversions
New Windows and doors (UPVC, traditional timber and high security)
Complete Refurbishment projects to entire property development projects
Kitchen, bathroom and interior makeovers

How It Works
Easier Home Improvements has decades of experience in high end new build
projects. We are upfront, open and honest about our fees from the outset. Ensuring
you get value for money at a quality you’ll be delighted with.
Regular meetings and updates will ensure you can track the progress of the
construction of your new extension or indeed home. Leaning on our supplier and
labour network ensures smooth and trouble free progress, taking the stress away
from the project owner.
On instructing us, we will liaise with and manage all aspects, from your architect (or
ours), local authorities, building control right through to trades people and materials
onsite upto and beyond the finished handover.
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Key Features of Project Management:
● Suppliers - Reduce the workload of ringing
around to source the best prices. Take
advantage of our buying power
● Tradesman - Open up access to our wealth of
experienced, previously used, tried and tested
tradesman
● Billing - clear and open pricing. We charge a
pre-agreed fee on all costs, keeping things
simple.
● Money Saving - Less people adding on the
extra margins. Leave us to get the best value
for your money
● Choice - We offer our services across every
aspect of home improvements

Commercial Construction Projects
“Elite Building Services Through to Complete Turnkey Projects”
Commercial Construction Projects
Easier Home Improvements are now able to offer complete turn key professional
building services for a wide range of commercial projects. We offer great value
and are able to pass the benefits of our economies of scale group buying prices
on materials to all our clients. We only use our approved tradesmen for all
aspects of new builds, refurbishment, shops and office fit outs.
Since we are able to utilise our own trade accounts and existing suppliers you
can benefit hugely from economies of scale. By combining our own labour force
and using reliable and skilled contractors we ensure schedule over runs are kept
to a minimum.

Shop Fitting
Our shop fitting services encompass complete store build outs, shop refurbs through
to decommissioning and strip outs of shop and commercial trading units.
With experience working in sectors such as Offices, Retail, Hotels, Guest Houses,
Fashion, Food and Beverage and Technology, you are in safe hands with Easier. We
have an excellent understanding of space planning, interior design and furniture
manufacturing, enabling us to complete complex projects on time, so you can open
and begin trading.
Our project team can work with your designer or architects or we can introduce you
to our service providers. We can offer our services to multiples and easily roll shop fits
out.
Download our building and construction project brochure which features a general
selection of completed projects from both residential and commercial clients.
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Key Features of Project Management:
● Suppliers - Reduce the workload of ringing
around to source the best prices. Take advantage
of our buying powers
● Tradesman - Open up access to our wealth of
experienced, previously used and tested
tradesman
● Billing - clear and open pricing. We
charge a pre agreed fee on all costs,
keeping things simple.
● Money Saving - Less people adding on
the extra margins. Leave us to get the
best value for your money
● Choice - We offer our services across
every aspect of construction

Easier Commercial Groundwork & Landscaping
“Not Just a Small Man & Van. We take on
Large Commercial Projects too”

Our pencil is Always Sharp!
We have carried out works at Schools, Car Parks, Town
Centre Pedestrian Areas, Play Parks, Army Camps, High Rise
Flats and many more. Wherever your project is we can help.
Measure
Me!

We carry out resin surfacing works, concrete surfacing works,
large scale artificial lawn projects, flat balcony decking on
mass and much more. We always work close to your project
manager or can manager the whole project ourselves.

Health & safety, local regulations, timescales and budgets are always at the heart of our
plans. So you know whatever part we play, whether the whole project or just the finishing
surface, you are in safe, experienced hands.
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Your Edging Options

“Complement you project With the perfect edge”
We group our edging into 4 pricing categories. You can choose any option within
each category for the same price. When we send our quote out it will state which
category edging is included and how much of it. When you come to place an order
with us we will list the actual edging option, along with your chosen colour.
Discuss with your surveyor about the edging you would like and let us help you
choose the right edging for the job.

Budget Range
Ali Trim
“L” shaped trim that gets drilled into a concrete base or glued
onto honeycomb grids. It can be formable or straight and is
designed to separate different resin colours or line
non-permanent edges such as wood. It can also be used on
non-drive over edges.

Treated Timber
Timber that is 25mm x 150mm and is staked into the ground.
The timber is ideal for rolling grass over for an infinity look or
for edging resin paths if the current surface is not flat. Timber
can also be used to face steps and mark out planters. This
edge can not be used if there is a possibility of a vehicle being
driven over it.

Stainless Steel
This edge is formable and comes in 1m lengths. The lengths
click together and can provide a height difference of up to
100mm. They are designed to go into soft ground as they have
spikes on the bottom of them (ie grass, dirt or shingle).
Perfect for line plant boarders where you don’t want dirt
coming over onto your new surface.
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Standard Range
Long Blocks

Colour
Choice!

Blocks are laid end to end. This edge is good for long
lengths of edging along the side of driveways. It can be
used if a vehicle can drive over them but not as a drive
over entrance unless mixed with a boundary edge. When
curving this edge any internal gaps will be filled with
resin/grass and external gaps will be pointed with mortar
(if red or brindle is used then a red dye will be added to
the mortar). This edging is concreted in.

Boundary Edging
This come in 2 styles (round and flat top); they are what the
council use to separate land ownership. The profile on the top
is minimal and is suitable for drive over entrances and edges.
The size of these are 150mm wide and so, if one side of the
edge is higher than the other, they can be used to produce a
step of up to 100mm. This edge is concreted in and not
suitable for curves.

Premium Range
Short Blocks
Colour
Choice!

Blocks are laid long side by side. This edge is good for
curves as the edge fans out better. It can be used if a
vehicle can drive over them including drive over
entrances. When curving this edge, any large internal
gaps will be filled with resin/grass and external gaps will
be pointed with mortar (if red or brindle is used then a
red dye will be added to the mortar). This edging is
concreted in.

Concrete Boards
150mm or 300mm in height and 1800mm long. These have
reinforced steel running through them so can hold back banks
of earth. They can also be placed on top of each other using
concrete posts. They are only designed to hold back banks or
face unsightly surfaces. They are not designed to be driven
over nor can they be curved.
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Your Edging Options - cont.
Deluxe Range
High/Low Curbs
A bull nose block designed to be used when the edge is
higher/lower on one side than the other. The edge is
concreted in and can provide a height difference of up to
170mm. The curbs can be curved; they also come in
pre-set 1.3m radius circles and also in pre-set right
Colour angles. They are ideal for steps and can be used with
Choice! blocks in front too.

Cobble Stone Sets
Cobbles stones come in a range of different shades of grey
and they are random shapes (but approx. 100mm²). They are
set in concrete and make a nice alternative to blocks along the
front of a driveway, perfect for more rural areas. We quote
per meter but this includes 3 rows of cobbles. So, for example,
if you have a 4m entrance and want 6 rows of cobbles, it will
show as 8m of this edging on your quote.

Herringbone

Colour
Choice!

Using interlocking blocks we concrete in an edge that really
has that wow factor. The width of our herringbone edge is
500mm. We can even use thicker (industrial blocks) for direct
road entrances or where rural/agricultural traffic might pull
onto your drive in entrance.
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Deluxe cont.
Sleepers

Sleepers can be used as an edge, to build steps and even
create planters. They are 100mm x 200mm and come in
2.4m lengths. They can be laid horizontal or vertical. The
base layer is staked and concreted in place with any
additional layers being screwed and bracketed from
behind.
If your edge is over 4 sleepers high we will add a steel bar
to provide additional structural support. Sleepers are not
designed to be curved; if a curve is required then they must
be laid vertically. Sleepers are ideal if the ground is higher
one side of the edge than the other (ie to retain an earth
bank). One row of sleepers can give up to 180mm in height,
then 200mm each row after.
If the sleepers are to be more than one row high, you will
notice that on your quote the length will be doubled for
each row. We use new pine sleepers that come in either
light brown or dark brown. Old oak railway sleepers can be
sourced - discuss your requirements with your surveyor.

Colour Choice!

Charcoal

Brindle
Red

Autumn*

Buff*
Grey*

*Not available for High/Low curbs or steps
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Easier Steps & Ramps
“Just a Small Task for us, but a Great
Step up for our Customers”
Colour
Choice!

Colour
Choice!

Colour
Choice!

Quote Tips!

Measure
Me!

Colour
Choice!

● On your quote report it will show the type of step and the
number of tiers that step has. The base measurement listed
is the width of the bottom step.
● If your chosen step is more bespoke then the details will be
listed in the notes section of your quote.
● Refer to page 41 for “Colour Choice” options.

Any steps or ramp can be lined with handrails, see page 29 for details or speak to your
surveyor about your individual requirements
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Colour
Choice!

Colour
Choice!

Lighting & Electrics
Sunken & Post Lights
We install sunken lights in either decking, patio slabs or in our
resin driveways, paths and patios. Sunken lights can either be
solar powered or, more commonly, hard wired.
The lights are suitable to stand on and on a driveway can be
driven over. Cabling is always put in underground and when
connected to the mains, a separate circuit breaker or even fuse
box is used.
We offer a wide range of solar powered post lights. They are
perfect for sitting on top of fence posts or balustrade posts.

Pillar & Spot Lights
If you’re looking for something a little brighter then you will
want either a pillar light that we bolt down to the surface or
spot lights that can be secured to a building or a fence, or even
spiked into a plant bed.
The cabling used is suitable for permanent outside use and in
planters always armoured.
Spot lights are a great way to show off a feature in your garden
like a statue or tree. Pillar lights are available in solar power as
well as mains power; this can help keep the cost down. We
even offer lights set in walls that are the same size as a brick.

Finishing Touches
While you’re having your garden landscaped you might want to
think about adding some power sources too. Speak to your
surveyor about adding some outside sockets for maybe your
patio heaters or music system.
We can even install full outside power banks with separate fuses
from your mains board for high powered items such as hot tubs.
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The Little Extras
Wherever possible we always try to accommodate all customer requests. If there is
something you would like to add to your order then just ask. Our trained team have
probably done it many times before. These are some of the most common extras we
get asked to complete:

Walls, Railings & Gates
We can help with everything from moving a single
brick pillar to widening your drive to large scale
garden walls. Or if it’s railings you’re after, we have
a large selection for you to choose from and can
even arrange for custom sizes to be made.
We offer a wide selection of gates too, including
wooden, composite and metal gates and can even
add power to them if required.

Decorative Stones, Rubber & Bark
Why don’t you finish your landscaping project off
perfectly and create some areas around the
outside with different surfaces?
Maybe a nice slate or coloured stone area for
some big plant pots to go on or a coloured rubber
bark chip area for kids to play. We even offer a
wide selection of natural bark, perfect for
woodland areas.

Planters & Planting
From small composite decking planters to high
stand alone sleeper planters, we always use the
best materials, line the inside to reduce any rotting
and back fill the planter with free draining shingle
and premium top soil.
Being located at a garden centre helps too, take
advantage of our discount and select the plants for
your garden. We only charge a small fee for
planting, so let us do the hard work.
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Easier External Cleaning & Maintenance
Jet Washing & Repairing
If you haven’t had one of our low maintenance resin drives,
paths or patios laid, then the chances are you have a block
paving, tarmac or slab hard standing area. Unfortunately, unlike
our resin, these areas will need a lot of ongoing maintenance.
Easier Home Improvements are perfectly situated to come and
maintain these for you. We have all the tools and experience
required to get them looking at their best again. We offer the
following cleaning services at very competitive rates:
● Jet washing block paved/tarmac driveways and
concrete/sandstone patio slabs
● Anti fugal treatments on all hard surfaces to reduce
moss/algae growth
● Re-sanding and sealing block paved driveways
● Re-pointing patio slabs using either mortar or resin pointing
● Cutting out and repairing tarmac driveways along with
tarmac painting
● Jet washing external walls & roofs. With repair, re-pointing
or re-render where required
● Cleaning of resin surfaces including hard stain removal

Artificial Grass & Composite Rejuvenation
Some companies don't use the same quality materials we do but it’s not always
affordable to do things twice and so we offer a rejuvenation service for tired looking
artificial grass, which includes re-securing joins and edges, re-sanding sand filled grass
and power brushing grass. We can also re-level areas where the base has failed and sunk.
We supply composite cleaning solutions for your decking, cladding or fence and for a
small charge can carry out the clean for you and add, if required, our anti fugal
treatments on all hard surfaces to reduce future moss/algae growth.
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Moving & Storage Support

Our Range
Small Moves
From delivery of a large tree from the garden centre to a
full trip of rubbish we can help. We have multiple vehicles
in our fleet to help with your requirements.
With our waste carriers licence and full liability insurance,
why don’t you get us to do the heavy lifting and hard work
so you don’t have too?

House Moves
We have a large lorry in our fleet that can cope with the
biggest of house moves. We can provide our standard
load/move/unload service or if you would prefer we offer
a fully pack and unpack add-on service too.
We provide all the boxes, bubble wrap and straps required
to make sure all your items arrive safely with you. We can
even cover international transfers for a small uplift in cost.

Storage
In the event there is a delay from moving out of your home
to moving into your new home then don’t worry! Due to our
location we are lucky enough to have a large storage facility
at our main office. We can store your items, fully insured, in
secure containers that are monitored 24/7.
We are even able to store vehicles, caravans, boats and
trailers in our secure yard while we carry out works at your
property, especially on your driveway.
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Customer Testimonials
Its All About What Customers Say
Like a lot of businesses, we pride ourselves on our customer service. As such, there
is no greater satisfaction than when one of our customers off their own back
writes to us or leaves us a comment online saying how happy they are with the
work we have done.
These are just a snapshot of some of them. Please, after your work has been
carried out, add to our ever increasing list.

Mrs Self - Poole
n't
my garden and was
“I wanted to rescape
e
ut this, Easier Hom
sure how to go abo
e
mor
lot
a
e this process
Improvements mad
I thought it would be,
straight forward than
I asked and more
they did everything
love
s resin patio I now
including a gorgeou
”
garden Very Pleased
spending time in my
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Mr & Mrs Scott, Hampshire
“Was fed up with my slippery driveway, after
accepting an offer on the Early Bird sale I
now have a lovely non slip resin driveway and
they even added in our house number”

Mrs Hills, Bournemouth
“After placing our order with Easier it left us
excited and satisfied about the work they
would be doing, we had our old lawn
changed to artificial grass and composite
decking installed, we couldn't be happier,
Thank you very much Easier”

Professional ~ Quality ~ Affordable

Canford Magna Garden Centre
170 Magna Road
Wimborne
BH21 3AP
Tel: 01202 805 688
Email: hello@easierhomeimprovements.co.uk
Website: www.easierhomeimprovements.co.uk

